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Abstract

Woodroll® is a gasification technology developed by Cortus that produces synthetic gas (syngas) from
biomass. Syngas can be used in several di�erent applications. One interesting option is to convert it
further into biomethane, which can be used as automotive fuel or replace natural gas in gas grids. The
revenues and profitability of biomethane production is heavily dependent on policy instruments and
support schemes. These subsidies can be either direct, where the producer receives a feed-in tari� for
biomethane production; or indirect, where consumption rather than production is stimulated.

This work has investigated which revenues that can be expected from biomethane production via
Woodrooll® in Sweden, the Netherlands, Germany, the UK, France and Italy, both in terms of amounts
and risks. A profitability analysis have also been carried out to preliminary compare the returns in
the di�erent countries, where two di�erent scenarios for di�erent revenues have been analyzed for two
di�erent feedstock prices.

The results showed that the Netherlands and Italy provides the potentially highest revenues. However,
there are uncertainty factors associated with all cases. Sweden and Germany o�ers indirect support and
negative market trends. The Netherlands and the UK are the only options that provide a feed-in tari�
for biomethane production via gasification. In the Netherlands the tari� can be secured before making
investment decision, but is only disbursed for �� years. The UK o�ers a fixed feed-in tari� for �� years
but the tari� is secured first after plant start-up and the tari� may be reduced on a quarterly basis.
In fact, the tari� has been reduced with �� % over the last �� months, but there are discussions on
introducing a separate tari� for gasification. Italy has the support schemes that potentially o�ers the
highest revenues, but gasification is currently not eligible for support. The latter also holds for France,
which may be an interesting case in the future.

If risk is to be minimized, Cortus may either focus on the Netherlands or await the discussions in
the UK and France on introducing a gasification tari�. The work on standardization of biomethane use
should also be followed since Italy o�ers the potentially highest return of the investigated countries. It
is also recommended to look further for other cases. The best case scenario for the risk averse is the
one that provides a fixed tari� for �� years and in which the tari� can be secured before an investment
decision is taken.

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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Sammanfattning

Woodroll® är en förgasningateknik som utvecklats av Cortus som producerar syntesgas (syngas) från
biomassa. Det finns en rad olika användningsområden för gasen. Ett intressant sådant är att omvandla
den till biometan, vilket kan användas som drivmedel eller ersätta naturgas i gasnät. Dock så är intäktern
och lönsamheten starkt beroende av stödsystem. Dessa subventioner kan antingen vara i form av en
inmatningstari�, där biometanproducenten får en fast peng för biometanproduktion; eller i form av
indirekt stöd, där konsumtion snarare än produktion stimuleras.

I detta arbete har det utretts vilka intäkter som kan förväntas för biometan-produktion genom
Woodroll® i Sverige, Nederländerna, Tyskland, Storbritanninen, Frankrike och Italien, både i termer av
belopp och risk. En lönsamhetsanalys har också gjorts för att preliminärt jämföra avkastningen för de
olika länderna, där två olika scenarier för olika intäkter har analyserats för två olika råvarupriser.

Resultatet visade att samtliga länder kan erbjuda attraktiv avkastning. Dock är samtliga fall förknip-
pade med osäkerhetsfaktorer. Sverige och Tyskland erbjuder indirekt stöd och negativa marknadstrender.
Nederländerna och Storbritannien är de enda alternativen som ger en feed-in-tari� for biometanpro-
duktion. I Nederländerna kan tari�en säkras innan investeringsbeslut fattats men betalas endast i ��
år. Storbritannien ger en fast tari� i �� år men kan justeras kvarstalsvis och nivån säkras först efter
uppstart av anläggningen. Tari�en har reducerats med �� % de senaste �� månaderna, men det pågår
diskussioner om att introducera en särskild tari� för förgasning. Italien erbjuder stödsystemet som ger
högst potentiella intäkter, men biometan från förgasning är inte berättigat för stödet. Det senare gäller
också för Frankrike som kan bli ett intressant fall i framtiden.

Om man önskas minimera risken så bör Cortus fokusera antingen på Nederländerna eller invänta
diskussionerna om förgasningstari�en i Storbritannien och Frankrike. Arbetet kring standardisering av
biometan-användning bör också följas eftersom Italien erbjuder de potentiellt högsta intäkterna. Det
rekommenderas också att Cortus tittar vidare på andra alternativ. Det bästa fallet för den risk-aversiva
är fallet som ger en fast tari� i �� år och där stödet kan säkras innan investeringsbeslut fattas.

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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�. Introduction

Woodroll® is a unique gasification technology de-
veloped by Cortus Energy that converts biomass to
synthetic gas (syngas) in three major processes: dry-
ing, pyrolysis and gasification. The uniqueness lies in
that the major process steps are separated, enabling
optimization of each process step separately. As a
result, the syngas is relatively clean and free from
tar (Folkelid, ����), which reduces the need for gas
cleaning. The purified syngas can be used directly
in a gas engine for power and and heat generation
or converted to other gaseous or liquid fuels.

One interesting gaseous fuel is biomethane, which
can be produced by integrating the Woodroll® mod-
ule with a methanation unit that converts syngas
to methane. Biomethane is a versatile gas consist-
ing of >�� % methane and can be used in com-
pressed natural gas (CNG) vehicles, either as pure
biomethane or in a mixture of biomethane and nat-
ural gas. Alternatively it can replace fossil gases
in gas grids to enable for use in the energy utility
sector. Application areas in the utility sector are
electricity and heat generation in centralized or de-
centralized combined heat and power utilities, large
centrally-located combined heat and power plants,
gas-fired central heating system in households and
in industries. It is argued by some that there are
fewer renewable alternatives in the transport sector
and that is therefore the preferred application for
biomethane (Larsson, ����).

There are two ways of producing biomethane: gasi-
fication and anaerobic digestion, where the latter
is currently the most used technology. In anaero-
bic digestion (AD), biogas, which is a mixture of
methane, carbon dioxide and other contaminants,
is produced via degradation of organic matter. Bio-
gas is upgraded into biomethane by removal of the
carbon dioxide and the contaminants. The organic
matter may be energy crops, food waste, manure or
sludge from waste water plants or slaughterhouses.

Distribution of biomethane to end users takes
place via gas injection at the production facility
into a natural gas grid, either into a low-pressure
distribution grid or into high-pressure transmission
grid; or by road in mobile units in compressed or liq-
uefied state (IEA Bioenergy, ����a). Grid transport
is generally considered the most energy-e�cient and
environmentally friendly way of transporting energy

(Papadopoulo, ����),� and from a technical view-
point biomethane grid injection is established and
uncomplicated (Wellinger et al., ����). However,
grid connection requires additional investments in
an injection facility with a compressor, connecting
pipelines and equipment for measuring and odouri-
sation.

Work on standardization of biomethane injection
into natural gas grids within Europe was initialized
in ���� (European Committee for Standardization,
����). This is organized by CEN (Comité Europeen
de Normalization) in a joint technical committee
(TC���) ”. . . for transport applications and injec-
tion in natural gas pipelines” (European Committee
for Standardization, ����), and in early ���� were
working drafts of the standard issued (European
Committee for Standardization, ����). Natural gas
used as an automotive fuel is also within the scope
of the work (IEA Bioenergy, ����a), and the part
for biomethane injection, prEN �����-�, relies upon
parallel standardization in CEN/TC���/WG�� on
natural gas quality (prEN����� Gas infrastructure
- Quality of gas - Group H) (IEA Bioenergy, ����a).
Mandate M/��� from the European Commission
stipulates that the parameters and limits adopted
by the latter should be transferred and referred to
by TC��� (IEA Bioenergy, ����a).� The second
part for biomethane use as automotive fuel, prEN
�����-�, is a stand-alone document (IEA Bioenergy,
����a).

Determining the type of injection requires a thor-
ough investigation of local demand, number of bio-
methane producers in the area and local grid capaci-
ties and pressures. This subject is discussed between
the producer and the grid operator, who also assists
in the physical connection. When injecting into a
low-pressure distribution grid, the operational cost
for the compressor may be lower, but the producer
runs a greater risk of being forced by the grid op-
erator to stop feeding during low-demand periods
(summer months) (Dumont, ����). This issue is ad-

�Energiforsk (����) calculated that grid injection indeed is
the cheapest way of distributing biomethane

�There will be gaseous fuel qualities defined where the only
di�erence is the methane number (MN), which is a measure
of the knock resistance of the fuel and is determined by the
methane concentration (�� % methane = MN ��). A more
stringent minimum limit of MN �� will be adopted in local
dedicated infrastructures, while a limit of MN �� will be
implemented for grid injection. As of current, the majority of
gas grids carry gas with a minimum of MN �� (IEA Bioenergy,
����a).

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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dressed by considering a) small-scale storage in a
pressure vessel, b) injection into the high-pressure
grid, c) back-feeding the high-pressure grid or d) cou-
pling to a neighboring low-pressure grid. Butenko
(����) reports that the latter is the cheapest solution
in the Netherlands (���,�� Ä/year) and that injec-
tion into a high-pressure grid is the most expensive
(about ���,��� Ä /year).

Moreover, injection into a transmission grid typi-
cally encompasses stricter standards on parameters
such as the Wobbe index�(IEA Bioenergy, ����a),
which basically translates into that a higher methane
concentration is required. However, as later dis-
cussed, revenues from biomethane injection may be
proportional to the heating value of the fuel, which
would incentify increased concentration. Other reg-
ulated parameters that may be relevant for the
Woodroll® process include hydrogen, nitrogen, car-
bon dioxide and oxygen.

In order for biomethane to be economically com-
petitive with fossil fuels and other fuels derived
from renewable energy, policy instruments and sup-
port schemes are required to stimulate production
and/or consumption. Policy instruments and sup-
port schemes come in many di�erent forms and can
be either supply or market oriented. In the former,
biomethane producers receive a feed-in tari� (FIT)
or a premium feed-in tari� based on the energy being
fed into the grid. Accordingly, an increased methane
concentration results in a larger payment. The di�er-
ence between a feed-in tari� and a premium feed-in
tari� is that, in the latter, the producer typically
gains an additional revenue from selling the gas to a
gas distributor for the wholesale gas price, whereas
no sales are involved in the former. In both cases the
producer is guaranteed a fixed revenue for a fixed
period of time and does not have to rely on selling
the green value of the gas on the market.

The level of the feed-in tari�/premium feed-in
tari� for biomethane injection varies between coun-
tries and may also depend on how much gas that
is injected and/or which feedstock that is used. For
Woodroll® the most important criteria is whether
gasification is subject to a FIT or not, which is not
the case in some countries where FIT for biomethane
injection is applied. Moreover, there may be certain
criterias regarding feedstock to follow, and di�erent
countries may have di�erent views on the sustain-

�Wobbe index for a gas is defined as the ratio between the
higher heating value and the square root of the specific gravity.

ability of waste-based feedstocks such as recycled
wood chips, bark, sorted waste streams, fibre sludge
from pulp and paper mills etc, which are relevant
feedstocks for the Woodroll® process.

Market oriented policies, on the other hand, are
indirect subsidies that focus on stimulating demand.
For example, the stimulation may arise from: a) tax
reliefs on biomethane and/or CNG vehicles, b) quota
obligation in which fuel suppliers and end-users in
the energy utility sector are obliged to use a certain
level of biofuels, and c) FIT that applies to electricity
producers that use biomethane from the grid. In
countries where such policy is used the revenues rely
on selling the green value on the market where the
risk factors lie in development of CNG fleets, policy
instruments, development of markets for alternative
renewable fuels, etc. But this also means that the
producer may take advantage of the upside of being
risk exposed.

Regardless which policy is used, the producer nor-
mally sells the gas to a gas distributor/trader. The
producer and distributor sign long-term contracts in
which prices, volumes and price indexation clauses�

are agreed upon (Andersson, personal communica-
tion, ����, �� April). In case where the green value
is traded (indirect support), and the gas is used in
the transport sector, relevant indexation may in-
clude the fossil fuel prices and biomass feedstock.
Moreover, the gas distributor may prefer to include
conditions that would allow for contract termina-
tion in case of negative market trends (Andersson,
personal communication, ����, �� April), which re-
sults in that the producer who is not supported by
a FIT is risk exposed to evolution in both fossil and
renewable energy markets.

In case of grid injection, the actual deliveries are
virtual - that is, the gas molecules fed by a producer
are not the same gas molecules that the distribu-
tors deliver to car owners, households or industries.
The producer and/or the distributor are obliged to
report the in-take and out-take to a central grid op-
erator, who balances the grid accordingly (Paradis,
����). Some countries also have a mass balancing
tracking scheme in place where the producer or the
distributor reports every MWh that is fed into the
grid or taken out to registry. Each MWh gives rise to
the registration of a Guarantee of origins (Wellinger
et al., ����) and canceled when the biomethane

�An index clause is a contractual provision governing a price
based on a specified index.

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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contractual end user withdraws gas from the grid.
These securities may also have a underlying market
value in some countries, which means that the pro-
ducer can sell the them as certificates and gain an
additional revenue.

When there is monetary value in the certificates
they may be sold to brokers or directly to end users.
The corresponding certificates are canceled from
the register and can be no longer traded when sold
to end user. The incentives may vary in di�erent
countries and the certificates may be used by a) fuel
suppliers to fulfill a renewable energy obligation, b)
bus operators to claim an incentive for use of renew-
able energy, and c) corporates who want to include
them in their GHG emission protocols. However, the
certificates are mostly purchased on a "voluntary
basis". The development of new application areas for
the certificates is driven by the work of the issuing
bodies (Burns, ����).

This report will present and discuss an overview
of support schemes, policy instruments and business
opportunities and threats related to revenues from
biomethane sales in Sweden, Netherlands, Germany,
UK, France, and Italy. The main goal has been
to investigate which revenues - both in terms of
quantity and risks - that can be expected from
biomethane production via Woodroll®.

�. Methodology

�.�. Market Study, Policy Instruments &
Support Schemes

Information about policies and subsidies have pref-
erentially been gathered from o�cial reports written
by governmental institutions. In cases where o�cial
documents did not provide su�cient information,
personal communication with sources at governmen-
tal institutions and organizations were the main
method.

Opportunities and threats have been derived from
both the structure of support schemes and cur-
rent market trends. It should be stressed that it
is not entirely unproblematic to derive opportuni-
ties and threats from current market conditions: the
Woodroll® plant is expected to be in operation for
at least �� years and current trends may not reveal
anything about the market conditions �� years into
the future.

�.�. Profitability Model

The profitability analysis was carried out by develop-
ing a model that calculates the returns as a function
of inputs including capital cost, operational costs,
FIT, feedstock price and sale price. The total cap-
ital cost and utility demands are based on results
from basic engineering for the � MW Woodroll®
plant and capital cost for a methanation module.
The operational cost calculation is based on util-
ity demands for the Woodroll � MW Woodroll®.
It is assumed that the changes in utility demand
due to integration with the methanation module is
negligible. Further assumptions include an annual
biomethane production of ��.� GWh (�� % energy
e�ciency, ���� operating hours/year) and �� year
plant life. It is also assumed that the �� % also
holds for cheaper feedstocks.

Two di�erent scenarios (best case and mid case)
have been analyzed for the two di�erent feedstock
prices, where the best case scenario is based on esti-
mation of maximum revenues in the countries, while
the revenues in the mid case scenario is a bit more ar-
bitrarily determined yet motivated by market condi-
tions (see table �). The calculated returns presented
in this report are the non-discounted payback time:
the discounted returns are not included since the
goal is to compare the revenues and related risk
in the countries, and calculating the exact returns
requires information of additional cost-driving pa-
rameters including taxes, feedstock prices and land
price, which is not within the scope of this work.
For this reason the calculated returns should only
be viewed as indications. Furthermore, the expected
revenues may soon be outdated due to changes in
support schemes, policies or markets.

This section will present the methodology involved
in calculating the revenues, grid connection and op-
erational costs. The capital cost include costs for
equipment and installation in addition to opera-
tional costs, but do not include taxes, land price,
insurance. Cortus may add/adjust the parameters
and assess the profitability accordingly.

�.�.�. Feed-in Tari�

For the countries that apply direct subsidy for gasi-
fication in the form of premium/non-premium FITs,
the rates are gathered from o�cial reports from
governmental institutions.

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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�.�.�. Feedstock

The feedstock cost is the major cost component in
operational costs and obviously depends on which
feedstock that is used. The Woodroll® basic engi-
neering results and related feedstock demand, power
consumption and energy e�ciency are based upon
processing of wood chips, but since �� % energy
e�ciency can also be achieved with cheaper feed-
stock, the scenarios are analyzed for two di�erent
feedstocks. The reference prices used in this work
are �� Ä/MWh and � Ä/MWh (wet feedstock).

�.�.�. Grid Connection

The connection costs have preferentially been gath-
ered from grid operators. The connection cost can
only be approximated since it depends on the loca-
tion (local/regional grid pressure, length of pipeline
etc.). The exact cost can only be decided when local
demand has been investigated.

Paradis (����) conducted a case study for injec-
tion of �� GWh/year into Swedegas high-pressure
transmission grid. The estimated capital and op-
erational cost was about Ä� million and Ä�.� mil-
lion/year, respectively. These costs are based on a
pressure increase from �.�-� bar to �� bar. The
inlet temperature was estimated to �-��°C. Thiele
(����) estimated a higher capital cost (Ä� million)
for an ONTRAS (German grid operator) grid in-
jection facility, which was used as a reference value
for the other countries.� For the best case scenario
a +-Ä� million di�erence in grid connection gives
a di�erence in payback time (non-taxed and non-
discounted) of �.�-� year. The used reference for
operational cost for grid injection is based on Par-
adis (����) case study (Ä�.� million/year).

�.�.�. Biomethane

The sales price of biomethane (green value included)
was investigated for the countries with indirect bio-
methane subsidies. Since there is no transparency
in the market the price levels should only be viewed
as estimates/indications. The prices have been gath-
ered from personal communication with producers
and distributors. In some cases the reported figures
have been on a volumetric basis: the conversion fac-

�The capital costs could not be gathered from the other
countries

Table �: OPEX parameters

Utility Pricea

Fixed maintenance �.� % of total investment/year
Grid injection Ä�.� million/year
Electricity ��-��� Ä/MWhb

Nitrogen �.�� Ä/kgc

Sewage water �.� Ä/m�d

Labor �.��� Ä/(month,operator)e

a Ä� = �� SEK and � £ = ��.� SEK have been used as
conversion factors in this report.

b Swe = Ä��/MWh, DK = Ä���/MWh, NL = Ä��/MWh,
UK = Ä���/MWh, FR = Ä���/MWh, IT = Ä����/MWh
(Eurostat, ����a)

c Estimation by Ljunggren (����). Carbon dioxide rather
than nitrogen would be used in the biomethane application,
but since this component is not cost-driving the di�erence
is neglected

d Estimation by Eriksson, project leader at ÅF
e Estimation by Folkelid, business manager at Cortus

tor used in this thesis is � normal cubic meter =
��.� kWh.

�.�.�. Operation & Maintenance

The OPEX parameters are summarized in Table �.
Feedstock- and utility demands, the heating value of
the fuel and required number of operators per shift
are based on the current basic engineering phase
and cannot be published in this report.

The utility cost for nitrogen, carbon dioxide, sewage
water and labor are negligible compared to oper-
ational costs for feedstock, fixed maintenance and
electricity. Therefore, only the di�erence in electric-
ity price between the countries have been consid-
ered. However, the indicated prices from Eurostat
are from the second half of ���� and may therefore
be outdated. Fortunately, the cost for electricity is
not the dominant cost component.

�. Policy Instruments & Support
Schemes

This section will give an overview of the support
schemes and policy instruments that are relevant
for biomethane production and consumption in the
di�erent countries. Table � gives a summary of the
countries policies & support schemes in terms of
what the author considers as risk reducing parame-
ters.

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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Table �: Summary of risk related to revenues.

Sweden Netherlands Germany UK France Italy
Direct subsidy X X X
Fixed revenues
for �� years X

Tari� secured before
investment decision X

�.�. Sweden

Biomethane used as a transport fuel is supported
by tax-exemption from both the energy tax and
carbon tax� (SFS ����:����). Furthermore, nat-
ural gas mixed with biomethane that is used as
a transport fuel is exempted from the energy tax
(SFS ����:����). Other policy instruments related
to biomethane in the transport sector are:

• Exemption from vehicle tax during � years for
CNG vehicles emitting <��� g CO�/km (up
to Ä ���/y) (SFS ����:����),

• Tax relief for renewable fuels on carbon dioxide-
di�erentiated vehicle tax (every gram of CO�
above the limit of ��� g CO�/km is for renew-
able fuels taxed annually by Ä �.�� less than
fossil fuels) (SFS ����: ���),

• Special clean car bonuses, which mainly a�ects
hybrid- and electric vehicles (cars emitting
<�� g CO�/km) (Swedish Transport Agency,
����),

• Act on obligation to provide renewable fuel
(SFS ����:����),

• Gödselgasstödet (up to ��� SEK/MWh for
producers fermenting manure) (Swedish Board
of Agriculture, ����).

However, the tax exemption of biomethane is
not inline with the EU directive because of risk of
over compensation of biomethane actors (European
Commission, ����). Nonetheless, on December ����
the EU commission approved the Swedish govern-
ment’s application for extending the tax exemption
of biomethane until ���� (European Commission,
����). In order to guarantee that over compensa-
tion is not taking place, the Swedish Energy Agency
monitors production cost for biomethane and other

�The fuel tax in Sweden consists of two components: energy
tax and carbon dioxide tax

biofuels and compares the costs with market prices
of fossil fuels (Swedish Energy Agency, ����a). The
results are reported to the Swedish Government and
form the basis for potential correction of the energy
taxes (Swedish Government, ����b). Accordingly,
the energy taxes for di�erent fuels may be revised
on an annual basis.

There have been discussion on whether tax exemp-
tion is the right policy to focus on for stimulating use
of renewable energy in transport. Kågesson (����,
�� January) regards that the tax exemption cannot
be further extended after ���� and that biomethane
instead should be included in the Swedish quota obli-
gation. The Swedish Gas Association (����) agrees
in that biomethane should eventually be included,
but claim that it will take another �� years before
the quota obligation is fully developed to include
gaseous fuels, therefore making an extension of the
tax-exemption necessary.

Another general policy instrument for stimulat-
ing use of environmentally friendly vehicles is the
bonus malus scheme. The basic principle of a bonus
malus scheme is that procurement of environmen-
tally friendly cars are rewarded with a bonus, while
increased tax are imposed on cars with relatively
high emissions.� In October ���� the Swedish Gov-
ernment appointed a committee to compose a bonus
malus scheme for Sweden, and the proposal was
handed to the Swedish government six months later.

�Boutin et al.,(����) studied the introduction of such scheme
in France, ����. The scheme o�ered a one-shot tax cut of
up to Ä�,��� for purchases of cars with low levels of carbon
dioxide emissions, whereas the most polluting cars were sub-
ject to taxation of up to Ä�,���� (Boutin et al., ����). The
results showed that cars emitting less than ��� g CO�/km
was increasing most rapidly between the years of ���� and
���� and the share of cars emitting less than ��� g of CO�
per km rose from �� % at the end of ���� to �� % in January
����. Boutin et al. (����) concluded that the bonus malus
scheme strongly a�ected the purchase behavior of French car
customers.

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
anaerobic digestion., , , ,
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The proposal included no bonus for CNG vehicles
and instead focused solely on incentifying purchase
of electric vehicles (SOU ����:��). In the commit-
tee’s impact assessment it was predicted that the
proposed structure would increase the share of elec-
tric vehicles and that the share of CNG vehicles
would remain unchanged (SOU ����:��).

�.�. Netherlands

The most important subsidy for Dutch producers
of renewable energy is the SDE+ (Stimulation of
Renewable Energy) scheme in which the Dutch gov-
ernment sets aside Ä� billions in ����. The scheme
is an auction-based scheme (started on � January
����), where producers may be granted a fixed pre-
mium feed-in tari� per generated kWh (RVO, ����c).
Di�erent technologies are subject to di�erent fees
(RVO, ����c). In ���� the budget is allocated in
two rounds (spring and autumn), where each round
consists of four phases (RVO, ����c). The earlier
phases are subject to lower tari�s, but producers
applying for later phases run the risk of not being
granted due to a depleted budget (RVO, ����c).
In other words, the most cost-e�cient technologies
may be prioritized since these producers may apply
in the earlier phases.

The maximum tari� in each phase that a pro-
ducer may apply for is determined by Netherlands
Enterprise Agency (RVO), who is the scheme oper-
ator. The rates are based on a study carried out by
the Dutch Energy Research Center (ECN) on the
production cost for various renewable energy tech-
nologies (ECN, ����a). Since the producer also has
to sell the energy at the conventional energy market
the actual compensation will be the di�erence be-
tween the tari� applied for and an expected revenue
from sales of energy (without the green value) (RVO,
����b). In the case of biomethane the gas is sold for
wholesale gas price and the expected revenue from
sales corresponds to a yearly average wholesale price
of natural gas. This price is corrected once a year
in order to guarantee that the producer receives a
constant revenue for a fixed period of time.

Table � shows the maximum rates for the di�erent
phases. A relevant question to ask is which tari� the
producer may apply for - that is, which rates are
actually granted. In the Renewable Energy Report
���� (RVO, ����), RVO provides historical data
on the allocated budget for di�erent technologies.
These data are presented in table �. In ����, �.�

Table �: Maxiumum premium FITs for di�erent phases in
SDE+ ���� (RVO, ����c).

Phase � � � �

Tari� (Ä/MWh) �� �� �� ��

Table �: Historical allocation of average premium FITs
(RVO, ����).

Year Average tari�
(Ä/MWh)

���� ��
���� ��
���� ��
���� ��
���� ��
���� ��
���� ��

billion Ä was allocated to biomethane projects with
a total production capacity �,��� GWh, which gives
an average of �� Ä/MWh. However, the figures in
table � do not reveal the distribution of tari�s that
biomethane producers applied for, which means that
it is di�cult for producers to predict which rates
that provide grants.

The scheme allows producers to secure a tari� be-
fore the plant is installed, provided that the plant is
confirmed to be built within one year after granting
(Bos, personal communication, ����, �� February).
An additional condition is that operations has to be
started within � years after granting (Bos, personal
communication, ����, �� February). The producer
has to submit an application to RVO that includes
a feasibility study put together by a network opera-
tor, expected return on investment, financing plan,
operational figures and permission from land owner
(RVO, ����b). General conditions for biomethane
producers is that the gas has to be injected into a
central or local grid in order to receive the premium
FIT (RVO, ����b). Moreover, �,��� production
hours per years are subsidized for �� years (RVO,
����c), and painted or impregnated wood waste is
not permitted feedstocks (Bos, personal communi-
cation, ����, �� February), which rules out using
recycled wood chips.

The producer will also receive certificates for ev-
ery MWh that is injected (Vertogas, ����). Al-
though the certificates have had a market value
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in the Netherlands (estimated to �-� Ä/MWh in
���� (Spijker, ����)), these are mostly purchased
on a voluntary basis (Dumont, ����). If the certifi-
cates are derived from producers that have already
been supported by SDE+, the fuel suppliers can-
not use them in an administrative way to fulfill the
renewable transport fuel quota obligation (Bos, per-
sonal communication, ����, �� April) - that is, the
green value cannot be sold to a fuel supplier.

�.�. Germany

Biomethane can be traded virtually and the German
Energy Agency (dena) is responsible for the regis-
tration of guaranteeing the origin of biomethane
(Biogaspartner, ����). Production and/or consump-
tion of biomethane in Germany is supported in three
major ways (Green Gas Grid, ����).

• Renewable Energies Act (Erneuerbare Energien
Gesetz/EEG)

• Renewable Energies Heat Act (Erneuerbare
Energien-Wärmegesetz/EEWärmeG)

• Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation

Biomethane producers do not receive a FIT for
feeding the grid (Biogaspartner, ����). Accordingly,
the gas has to be sold as biomethane (not as conven-
tional gas) and in ���� there was no market value
in the GoOs (Spijker, ����). Instead the produc-
tion and/or consumption of biomethane is mainly
supported via the Renewable Energy Act, which
provides CHP plants that generate power from bio-
methane taken from the grid with ��� % heat uti-
lization a specific FIT for every kWh power that
is fed into the public power grid (Biogaspartner,
����).

The previous version of EEG (����) provided a
FIT for capacities up to �� MW (Hipper, ����),
with levels ranging from ��� Ä/MWh (��� kW) to
�� Ä/MW (�� MW) (Hipper, ����), and additional
bonuses depending on which substrates that were
used in the biomethane production (Hipper, ����).
The EEG was amended in ����, but CHP plants
which were authorized before January ��, ���� and
put into service before January �, ���� are exempted
from the ���� amendment (Biogaspartner, ����).

The latest version of EEG only provides a FIT
for CHP plants with a maximum capacity of ���
kW (RES LEGAL, ����a) and bonuses for specific
substrates have been removed (Biogaspartner, ����).

Moreover, only �� % of the amount of electricity
that a CHP plant can produce per year is eligible
in case of plants with a capacity of more than ���
kWh (RES LEGAL, ����a). This means that only
operators of smaller plant capacities have direct
incentives for taking biomethane from the grid.

The Renewable Energies Heat Act (Erneuerbare
Energien-Wärmegesetz/EEWärmeG) stipulates that
owners of new buildings (erected after ����, �st of
January) and buildings under renovation are obliged
to use a particular share of heat and cooling pro-
duced from RES (Green Gas Grid, ����). Baden-
Wurttemberg has its own version of the rules in
which the obligation also applies to existing build-
ings (Hipper, ����). Biomethane can be used to
fulfill the quota, but the share has to be at least
�� % in new installations and �� % for renovations
(RES LEGAL, ����b). The lowest requirement in
terms of share is achieved with solar thermal energy
(�� % for new installations). An additional require-
ment for biomethane is that the heat is produced
in a CHP installation (RES LEGAL, ����b).

The central policy instrument in the transport
sector is The Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation
(Biokraftsto�quotengesetz/BioKraftQuG), which is
the German version of a quota obligation intro-
duced in ���� (RES LEGAL, ����). Since ����
biomethane can be used to fulfill the quota (RES
LEGAL, ����c). Initially, biomethane was only at-
tributable to the petrol quota and the overall quota
(Biogaspartner, ����), but not to the diesel quota.
However, in ���� the previous energetic quotas were
substituted by a greenhouse gas abatement quota
(Biogaspartner, ����). Biomethane used as a trans-
port fuel may also enjoy tax-exemption, where the
rate for biomethane is Äcent �.�� per liter (RES
LEGAL, ����c) - which can be compared to Äcent
��.�� per liter for synthetic hydrocarbon mixtures
and alcohols produced from renewable energy sources
(RES LEGAL, ����c). However, the tax-exemption
is not eligible if the fuel is used in quota obligation
(RES LEGAL, ����c).

The German Biomass Ordinance (BiomasseV) set
guidelines on which materials that qualify as biomass
- that is, which feedstocks that may be used in the
biomethane production. Noteworthy is that waste
wood is allowed only if it is derived from the in-
dustry. Mixed settlement waste from private house-
holds, mud and sediments, by-products from animal
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husbandry and sewage sludge are not permitted
(BiomasseV, ����).

�.�. UK

The main support for biomethane production in
UK is the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), which
provides a fixed premium FIT for biomethane pro-
ducers for every kWh that is injected into a grid
(RES LEGAL, ����d). The scheme consists of two
parts: the Non-Domestic RHI (UK) and the Do-
mestic RHI (Great Britain only), where the former
provide payments to industry, business and pub-
lic sector and the latter to homeowners, private
landlords, social landlords and self-builders (RES
LEGAL, ����d). Biomethane is only supported in
the the Non-Domestic RHI - that is, the use of
biomethane in homes is not supported by the Do-
mestic RHI (RES LEGAL, ����d).

In the Non-Domestic RHI, producers may ap-
ply for a fixed premium tari� determined by the
British Department of Energy (DECC) & Climate
Change (Ofgem, ����a). At the time of writing, the
tari� for biomethane injection is ��.� £/MWh for
the first ��,��� GWh that is injected in one year,
��.� £/MWh for the next ��,��� GWh, and ��.�
£/MWh for the remaining (Ofgem, ����e). In or-
der to control expenditures, the FIT levels may be
reduced quarterly depending on if certain triggers
are met (Ofgem, ����e). The triggers are based on
total expenditures for participants registered under
both old tari�s and new tari�s (Ofgem, ����e). To
determine whether a reduction is needed, DECC
analyzes the expenditures in relation to previous
reductions (Ofgem, ����e).

The premium FIT for biomethane injection is
reduced by � % if expenditures for biomethane tech-
nologies exceeds an expenditure trigger, and by �� %
if the total expenditures of the non-domestic scheme
is exceeded (Ofgem, ����e). Should technology-
specific and total expenditure trigger conditions con-
tinue to be met, an individual technology premium
tari� can be reduced further by even higher rates in
successive quarters (Ofgem, ����e). If overall expen-
diture is less than �� % of what is expected, there
will be no reduction of any tari�s (Ofgem, ����e).

As can be seen in Table �, the tari�s have re-
duced by ��.� % percent between January ���� and
April ����. In order to receive a grant, the plant has
to be accredited, which is only possible after that
operations have been commissioned (Ofgem, per-

Table �: Evolution of RHI tari� for biomethane injection
(Ofgem, ����f)

Date Tari� (£/MWh) Acc. projects
Jan-�� ��.� �
Jul-�� ��.� �
May-�� ��.� ��
Jul-�� ��.� ��
Oct-�� ��.� ��
Jan-�� ��.� ��
Feb-�� ��.� ��
Apr-�� ��.� ��
Jul-�� ��.� ��
Oct-�� ��.� ��
Jan-�� ��.� ��
Apr-�� ��.� ��
Apr-�� ��.� -

sonal communication, ����, �� February) (Phillips,
personal communication, ����, �� February). This
means that investment decisions need to be made be-
fore knowing the revenues. Preliminary accreditation
can be made, but this does not guarantee a tari�,
it only means that an individual or an organization
can submit plans and evidence for installations that
have not yet been commissioned, demonstrating that
once built, an installation would meet the eligibility
criteria of the RHI scheme (Ofgem, ����d) (Ofgem,
personal communication, ����, �� February).

The total RHI budget will increase in the fu-
ture. In ���� the budget ceiling was ��� million
pounds (Aaskov, ����), but will increase to ���
million pounds (Aaskov, ����) in ���� and to ���
million pounds by ���� (Aaskov, ����). However,
predicting future tari�s is not possible since it de-
pends on the actual project developments of not
only biomethane plants, but also on other technolo-
gies that goes under the RHI budget. There are
also discussions on introducing a separate tari� for
biomethane production via gasification (Folkelid,
personal communication, ����, � June).

Indirect support measures of biomethane that
have been used or discussed in the UK are tax exemp-
tion from the Climate Change Levy (CCL) for CHP
operators that produce electricity from biomethane
(Ofgem, ����b), and the Zero-Carbon Housing pol-
icy (Zero Carbon Hub, ����), which would require
all new homes from ���� to mitigate, through var-
ious measures, carbon emissions produced on-site
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from energy use (Zero Carbon Hub, ����). The lat-
ter policy was to be introduced in ����, but the
British Government scrapped the plans that would
open up for compliance through biomethane use in
July ���� (Oldfield, ����, �� July). In addition, the
Government has also removed the exemption from
the CCL for any electricity generated on or after �
August ���� (Ofgem, ����c).

For stimulating biomethane use in transport, the
gas can be taken into account in the Renewable
Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) (Department
for Transport, ����), which is the British version
of a volume-based quota obligation. In this policy,
obligated suppliers may meet their obligation by
redeeming Renewable Transport Fuel Certificates
(RTFCs) or by paying a fixed sum for each liter
of fuel for which they wish to ’buy-out’ of their
obligation (Department for Transport, ����). Un-
like in Germany, there is only one total quota (no
diesel and petrol quota) in RTFO (Department for
Transport, ����).

For biomethane, RTFCs may also be claimed per
kilogram of biomethane supplied (Department for
Transport, ����). However, biomethane that has
been supported by RHI and/or taken from the grid
cannot be used to claim RTFO (Department for
Transport, ����), but forthcoming RTFO will con-
sider potential of grid-injected (but not subsidized)
biomethane (Department for Transport, ����).

The British Renewable Energy Association (REA)
has also developed a green gas certification scheme
that allows fuel consumers to claim the use of bio-
methane (REA, ����a). The certificates, which are
issued for every MWh that is produced, have a
market value (REA, ����a) and can be used by
(Burns, ����):

• Bus operators to claim a Low Carbon Emis-
sion Buses (LCEB) incentive, which pays �
cent per km for buses that operates on ��� %
biomethane (British Government, ����). Eli-
gible bus operators receives this incentive in
addition to a Bus Service Operators Grant
(BSOG) (British Government, ����), and

• Corporates to claim use of biomethane in GHG
reporting to the Department for Environment
Food & Rural A�airs so long as the associated
CO� emissions reductions are not described
as additional to those already attributed to
the RHI (Burns, ����).

�.�. France

Biomethane produced via AD and fed into the grid is
supported with a FIT (no premium), where the level
of the FIT is determined by the Ministry of Ecol-
ogy and depends on the volume being injected and
which substrate that have been used (Reizine, ����).
As can be seen in Figure �, agricultural residues,
forestry and agro-food are subject to the highest
minimum tari� at higher volumes, whereas waste
water treatment sludge is premiered at lower vol-
umes.

Figure �: FIT for biomethane injection (Reizine, ����).

However, gasification is currently not supported
(Theobald, personal communication, ����, �� March)
(Schmit, personal communication, ����, �� Febru-
ary), but discussion on the topic between grid oper-
ators, the gasification industry and the French Envi-
ronment & Energy Management Agency (ADEME)
have just started (Theobald, personal communica-
tion, ����, �� March). The first step is to have a
discussion with the Ministry of Ecology to see if
it is possible to expect an FIT for gasification in
the near future (Theobald, personal communication,
����, �� March).

The FIT scheme stipulates that gas suppliers and
producers sign purchase contracts with a contract
period of �� years (Reizine, ����). The actual pay-
ment is disbursed to the gas distributor (Reizine,
����), who receives the di�erence between the FIT
and the monthly average Powernext Gas Spot Daily
Average (North or TRS) (Schmit, ����). The gas dis-
tributor receives the payment from a compensation
fund which all gas consumers contribute to (Reizine,
����). Every MWh that has been fed into the grid
also releases one GoO (certificate) (Schmit, ����),
but unlike in Netherlands and UK, the distribu-
tor rather than the producer receives the certificate
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(Reizine, ����). Accordingly, the producer may re-
ceive a higher payment from the producer than the
FIT.

The certificates in France have a market value
and in case the certificates are sold to the trans-
port sector the distributor keeps ��� % of the GoO
valuation price (Schmit, ����) and �� % if the cer-
tificates are sold to the energy utility/industrial
sector (Schmidt, ����). If sold to a fuel supplier in
the transport sector, the excise duty is exempted
(Theobald, personal communication, ����, �� May),
which may be a rather strong incentive compared
to the incentives in Netherlands and UK.

One important consideration is that the Ministry
of Ecology may revise the tari� on an annual ba-
sis, which a�ects both existing and new contracts
(Theobald, personal communication, ����, �� May).
The revision is based on updated wholesale nat-
ural gas prices, operating costs for compensation
fund and the French index price in the industry and
hourly costs in mechanical and electrical industries
(Theobald, personal communication, ����, �� May).
Revision based on changed wholesale price of fossil
gas may not a�ect the distributor’s revenues since
the gas may be sold on the market. However, revision
based on index prices may do, although there is no
transparency on the exact revision mechanism. The
distributor may wish to hedge its revenues against
such changes by indexation in biomethane contracts,
thereby passing the risk to the producer. Additional
risk associated with the French case is that the tari�
cannot be secured before having installed the plant
(Theobald, personal communication, ����, �� May).

�.�. Italy

The Italian government signed on �th December,
����, a decree allowing for biomethane injection into
the grid and its use as a transport fuel (European
Biogas Association, ����). However, biomethane
produced from gasification, landfill gas, residual
gases, and fermentation of sludge can currently nei-
ther be injected into the grid or used as a automotive
fuel (Maggioni, personal communication, ����, ��
May) (Pieroni, personal communication, ����, ��
February). Maggioni (����, personal communica-
tion, �� May) claims that CEN/TC, ��� is awaited
and that gasification will be addressed as a topic
when the standard is created.

For AD operators, there are two incentive schemes
in place for biomethane production: either the pro-

ducer receives a) a premium FIT after grid injection
and sells the gas as conventional gas to a gas dis-
tributor (Maggioni, ����), or b) a specific amount
of certificate (CIC) for every Gcal biomethane that
is produced and sold as a transport fuel (delivered
via the grid or on truck) (Maggioni, personal com-
munication, ����, � June) The highest incentive is
currently received when the gas is sold as a automo-
tive fuel due to the market value of CIC (Maggioni,
����).

The CIC can be sold to fuel suppliers who need
to fulfill the renewable quota obligation (Maggioni,
����). The structure of the granting stipulates that
the CICs are issued on an annual basis and are based
on how much biomethane that was produced in the
previous year (Maggioni, personal communication,
����, � June). Maggioni (����) reports that the
producer receives �.�� CIC per MWh for �� years
when using by-products and waste as a feedstock
and �.�� CIC per MWh when using other eligible
feedstocks (Maggioni, ����). The market value of
one CIC was Ä��� in ���� (Maggioni, ����), which
translated to ��-�� Ä/MWh. The producer may also
receive an additional revenue by selling the gas to a
third party (Maggioni, ����). The gas is then sold
as conventional gas for the natural gas wholesale
price (Maggioni, ����).

Should the producer build their own filling station
and sell the gas directly to end customers, the num-
ber of CIC per MWh would increase further with
a factor of �.� for �� years (Maggioni, ����). More-
over, the producer would receive ��-�� Ä/MWh
from gas sales rather than the wholesale gas price
(Maggioni, personal communication, ����, � June).
In addition, the tax on natural gas used as automo-
tive fuel is only �.� Ä/MWh (Maggioni, personal
communication, ����, � June)�

If the gas is injected into the grid, the producer
may receive a premium tari� in addition to the
wholesale price of natural gas (Maggioni, ����).
The premium tari� corresponds to the di�erence
between the double of the average price of gas on the
balancing market in the previous year (CIB, ����).
In the case where the capacity is below ��� normal
cubic meter/h, the producer may opt to have the
biomethane collected by the Italian Manager of Elec-
tricity Services (Gestore dei Servizi Energetici/GSE,
����) (who also manages the scheme) at a price

�This could be compared to taxes on gasoline, which is among
the highest in the EU (LNG World News, ����).
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equal to the double price of the average gas price on
the balancing market in previous year (CIB, ����).

The Italian Government incentified the use of
CNG cars by operating a subsidy program from
���� to ���� that supported the conversion of both
existing cars and new ones (LNG World News, ����).
Driving a CNG car in Italy therefore allows for
substantial cost savings: �� % compared to gasoline
and �� % to diesel (LNG World News, ����).

�. Business Opportunities & Threats

This section discusses the opportunities and threats
related to revenues in the di�erent countries. Al-
though France and Italy do currently not o�er a
business case since gasification is not supported,
these cases are also discussed.

The Netherlands, UK and France cases provide
more or less fixed revenues for the major parts of
the estimated plant life and the most relevant risk
factor lies in the grid capacity, which depends on the
gas consumption. Common for these cases is that
the natural gas consumption have been decreasing
gradually since ���� (Eurostat, ����b). The main
risk factors for Swedish, German and Italian cases
are related to the fact that the green value has to
be sold to gas distributors in the two former cases
and directly to fuel suppliers in the latter. Due to
terms and indexation in contracts that encapsulate
development in markets and fossil fuel prices the
revenues may not be fixed.

�.�. Sweden

Swedish biomethane producers do not receive a FIT
and are therefore required to sell the green value of
the gas. The sales are arranged between the producer
and a gas distributor, who agrees upon pricing, in-
dexation and volumes, and the Green Gas Principle
allows for virtual trades (Swedish Gas Association,
����). The distributor may have reasons to include
an oil price index: the production of biomethane
in ���� was �,��� GWh (Swedish Gas Association,
����) �, of which ��� GWh was used as vehicle fuel

�The total production of biogas in ���� was about �.� TWh
(Biogasportalen, ����a), and the gas was mainly produced in
Skåne, Västra Götaland and Stockholm. Sewage treatment
plants (��� GWh) and co-digestion plants (��� GWh) ac-
counted for �� % of the total biogas production (Swedish
Energy Agency, ����a), of which ��� GWh and ��� GWh
were upgraded, respectively (Swedish Energy Agency, ����a).

(Gasbilen, ����b).�� Biomethane use in the energy
utility sector is not supported by tax-exemption
(Swedish Tax Agency, ����) and the use is limited
to insignificant volumes in gas heated households
indirectly connected to the high-pressure transmis-
sion grid (Paradis, personal communication, ����,
�� February), which stretches along the coast in
the Southwestern part of Sweden. Minor volumes
are also sold to households connected to the local
distribution grid in Stockholm (Werner, personal
communication, ����, �� February).

For industrial use of biomethane, Grundfelt (per-
sonal communication, ����, �� February) regards
that present price level of natural gas (Ä��-�� per
MWh in ����) (Swedish Central Bureau of Statis-
tics, ����c) and price for carbon emissions are too
low to economically justify usage of biomethane in
industrial applications. However, there are some in-
dustrial companies that buy biomethane on a "good
will" basis who works strategically with sustain-
ability (Swedish Gas Association, ����). Grundfelt
(personal communication, ����, �� February) as-
sesses that the highest potential for industrial use
of biomethane in Sweden is in small-scale industries
not covered by EU ETS who pay high carbon taxes -
although these are also operating on a global market
with international competition.

The share of biomethane (on an energetic basis)
in the Swedish transport sector was about � % of the
total fuel consumption and �� % of the renewable
fuel consumption in ���� (Swedish Energy Agency,
����b). The Swedish CNG fleet has been growing
significantly in the last decade, and the main driv-
ing factors are thought to be the implementation of
instruments such as tax exemption for biogas and
clean car bonus for gas vehicles (Larsson et al.,����).
However, according to the Swedish Gas Association
(����) and Fallde and Eklund (����), more impor-
tant factors have been local initiatives. Aside from
public transport operators’ decision to invest in gas
buses, it is argued that one particularly important
initiative was when Swedavia, the owner and opera-
tor of Arlanda airport in Stockholm, imposed the
green car requirement for all taxi cars traveling from
the airport (Swedish Gas Association, ����).��

��Biomethane in Sweden is mostly sold as a mixture of
biomethane and natural gas (��-�� % biomethane) (Swedish
Gas Association, ����).

��Although not all of them necessarily being powered by
biomethane, the average number of gas taxi cars going from
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Figure �: Evolution of vehicle gas consumption in Sweden
(Gasbilen, ����a).

But as Figure � shows the evolution of the Swedish
CNG has stagnated, and the number of new registra-
tions have continuously been declining since ����
(Gasbilen, ����a). It is hard to argue that uncertain-
ties regarding the future policies do favor further
growth in the biomethane market. There have been
hopes that the proposed bonus malus scheme would
bring optimism into the market, but the proposed
bonus malus is mainly focused on electric vehicles.
In fact, the number of electrical vehicles in Swe-
den have already been rapidly increasing: while the
sales of CNG vehicles have stagnated during the last
� years, the number of electric cars has increased
from �,��� to ��,��� (Power Circle, ����). And the
Swedish government is supporting further increase
by raising the budget for the super green car bonus
to ��� MSEK for ����, going from ��� MSEK in
���� (Swedish Government, ����a).

However, the deliveries to non-public stations re-
served for buses, haulage and taxis have been in-
creasing even in the most recent years, as can be
seen in Table �. Whether the increase will continue
will largely be determined by decision-makers in
regional and communal bus companies, haulers and
taxi companies. Decision makers in Västra Götland
and Skåne regions have signed a letter of intent to
display their long-term intents of using biomethane
(Skövdenyheter, ����), and in March ���� this letter
was extended to ���� (Skövdenyheter, ����). But
Skånetrafiken, who currently operates ��.� % of

Arlanda was ���� cars/day by March ���� (Åhslund, per-
sonal communication, ����, �� April).

Table �: Deliveries of biomethane (Swedish Central Bureau
of Statistics, ����b)

Year Public & non-public
(GWh) Buses (GWh)

���� ��� ���
���� ��� ���
���� ��� ���
���� ��� ���
���� ��� ���
���� ��� ���
���� ��� ���

their buses on biomethane, overlooked biomethane
in � of � large public procurement in ���� in fa-
vor of other renewable alternatives (Svt, ����). In
����, Skåne’s public transport committee decided
to investigate the feasibility of introducing electric
buses in Skåne (Bussmagasinet, ����), and the re-
gional politicians involved commented that electric
buses provide better environmental benefits than
the gas-powered ones (Bussmagasinet, ����).

SL, the operator of public transport in Stockholm,
has a more diversified fleet. In ���� RME was the
most used fuel (�� % of buses), while ��� buses were
powered by biomethane (��.� %) (Stockholm County
Council, ����). The company has biomethane deliv-
ered from Scandinavian Biogas, who is a large mar-
ket player in the Swedish biomethane market (dis-
cussed later). Electric/HVO hybrids only accounted
for �.� % and buses powered by fossil fuels for ��.� %
(Stockholm County Council, ����). Their next pub-
lic procurement is in ���� (Bussmagasinet, ����).

In the report Framtidens buss är elektrisk (Stock-
holms Chamber of Commerce, ����) it is stated
that a paradigm shift towards electric buses in the
Swedish public transport is taking place and that
"electric buses is the future for cities with high am-
bitions of being green". The Swedish government
is also supporting the development by subsidizing
procurement of electric buses with �� MSEK in
���� and ��� MSEK annually from ���� to ����
(Swedish Government, ����). A corresponding sub-
sidy for CNG buses does not exist.

Biomethane may also be a viable option for decar-
bonizing heavy transport. But according to Anders-
son (personal communication, ����, �� March), the
haulage segment in Sweden is leaning towards HVO.
HVO was the most consumed fuel on an energetic

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
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basis in ���� (Swedish Energy Agency, ����b), and
between ���� and ���� the consumption of HVO
quadrupled, going from � % share of renewable
energy in ���� to �� % in ���� (Swedish Energy
Agency, ����b). However, it is di�cult to derive
the growth in di�erent vehicle categories since a)
HVO may be mixed with diesel, b) the consumption
of diesel has also increased during the same period
(Swedish Energy Agency, ����b), and c) there were
about �.� million passenger cars powered by diesel in
Sweden at the end of ���� (Swedish Central Bureau
of Statistics, ����a).

The gloomy market trends have resulted in con-
sequences for some market players in Sweden. Göte-
borg Energi, the owner and operator of Gobigas, the
world’s first large-scale demonstration plant for gasi-
fication of biomass, who in December ���� covered
the demand for ��,��� gas cars (�� % of Swedish
total) and �,��� households (Kennedy, ����, ��
Feb), wrote down the value of the plant to � SEK in
February, ���� (Kennedy, ����, �� Feb). According
to Casselbrandt (Kennedy, ����, �� Feb), the main
reason is current price levels of fossil fuels that will
result in lower revenues than expected. �� Scandi-
navian Biogas, on the other hand, have been more
optimistic. By the end of March, ���� had revamp-
ing of the AD plants in Henriksdal, Stockholm, been
finalized (Scandinavian Biogas, ����), which is es-
timated to produce ��� GWh biomethane per year
(Scandinavian Biogas, ����), which corresponded
to half of total sales of biomethane in Stockholm
���� (see figure �). The group is well-established in
the Stockholm region and won a public procurement
in ���� that will secure deliveries of biomethane to
SL from ���� to ���� with an additional option to
extend from ���� to ���� (Scandinavian Biogas,
����)

In this work grid injection has been considered,
and as figure � shows the production of biomethane
in ���� exceeded the sold volumes in all counties
that the gas grids goes through. At the time of writ-
ing there were no o�cial data on production from
����, but Funke (personal communication, ����, �
March) and Andersson (personal communication,
����, �� March) both believe that there is no short-
age of biomethane in Sweden. Andersson (personal

��Dahlgren, who is currently the Department and Project man-
ager at WSP Water and Wastewater & Energy gas department
in Sweden, and who has been involved in several large-scale
biogas projects, believes that the future is uncertain for Gob-
igas (personal communication, March ��, ����).

communication, ����, �� March) also stated that
there will be no shortage in the next-coming years
based on current forecast, but that the current sup-
ply would not cover larger growth.

There is also an option of signing contracts di-
rectly with public transport companies in other coun-
ties, but then grid injection would not be an option.
In ����, �� % of the total number of buses in Sweden
was powered by biomethane (Swedish Confedration
of Transport Enterprises, ����) and there are still
around ��,��� buses (�� % of total) in Sweden that
uses fossil diesel (Swedish Confedration of Transport
Enterprises, ����). However, biomethane produc-
tion from a � MW Woodroll® plant would cover the
demand for approximately ��� buses �� and may
therefore require physical deliveries to several coun-
ties. Obviously the gas can also be delivered directly
to filling stations, but since the average sales of
biomethane in counties other than Stockholm, Väs-
tra Götaland, Skåne and Halland was �� GWh in
���� (Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics, ����b),
this would probably require truck transport across
several counties to cover the production capacity.

Figure �: Sold and produced volumes of biomethane in
���� (Biogasportalen, ����c) (Swedish Central Bureau of
Statistics, ����b).

�.�. Netherlands

The supply of biomethane in ���� was �,��� GWh
(Dumont, personal communication, ����, �� March),
of which �� % was sold to the transport sector and ��
% used in the energy utility sector after grid injection

��Scandinavian Biogas estimated that one bus consumes �.�
GWh biomethane per year (Scandinavian Biogas, ����)

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
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(Dumont, personal communication, ����, �� March).
If Woodroll® is supported by SDE+ the physical
gas is sold to a gas trader for the wholesale gas price
(�� years contracts) and the distributor may not
be interested in buying the green part (certificates)
(Klaren, personal communication, ����, �� May).

When the premium FIT is no longer paid the
producer would have to rely on marketing the green
value of the gas. It can only be speculated in whether
the transport sector will be the preferred sales route
and current trends may not tell anything about mar-
ket conditions �� years in the future. However, the
current Dutch CNG fleet provides a small market
with only around ��,��� CNG vehicles (Vos, per-
sonal communication ����, �� April), while the elec-
tric fleet has grown from around �,��� cars in ����
to almost ��,��� in the beginning of ���� (RVO,
����a)��. And in April ���� a majority of the lower
house in the Dutch parliament supported a motion
that was introduced by the Dutch labor party to
ban sales of non-electric cars in the Netherlands
by ���� (Hern, ����, �� April), but the motion
was opposed by the Labor Party’s coalition partners
(VVD), whose leader called the plan “unrealistic"
(Hern, ����, �� April).

Should the producer engage in trying to gain an
additional revenue from selling the certificates, the
structure of the schemes stipulates that the green
value of the gas can only be sold to end users in the
Dutch energy utility sector. As previously discussed,
there are currently no direct incentives for purchas-
ing green gas certificates and they are mainly pur-
chased on a voluntary basis. However, households
may provide a large number of potential buyers:
natural gas accounts for �� % of the Dutch house-
hold’s total energy consumption (Dutch Green Gas
Association, ����), and in ���� �� % of all house-
holds were connected to a gas supply (IEA, ����b).
Nonetheless, only �� % had green gas contracts (in-
volving purchase of certificates) in February ����,
while �� % had green electricity contracts (HIER kli-
matbureau, ����). HIER klimatbureau conducted
a survey on the topic in February ����, and ��
% of the asked respondents said that they don’t
trust that the green gas is actually "green" (HIER
klimatbureau, ����). Behind the distrust lies a per-

��In ���� the Dutch electric fleet accounted for ��.� % of the
total electric fleet in Europe (Ritzen, ����, �� April), with
plug-in hybrids being the most popular category (�� % of the
electrical fleet by ����, �st of January) (RVO, ����a).

ception that the production of biomethane is too low
to o�set larger consumption (HIER klimatbureau,
����).

The fact that the consumption of natural gas has
gradually decreased since ���� (Eurostat, ����b),
while the number of biomethane injection plants
are rapidly increasing, put increased demand on
planning of plant location. But it should also be
brought into account that the country is also growing
increasingly dependent on gas imports to cover the
gas demand (��� TWh in ���� (Eurostat, ����b)).��

Nonetheless, issues regarding oversupply into the
grid during low-demand periods are discussed within
the industry (Dumont, ����).

�.�. Germany

The production of biomethane in Germany has been
driven by EEG. According to the German Energy
Agency (dena), the total sales were �,��� GWh in
���� (dena, ����). The CHP application has been
premiered by EEG and accounted for ��.� % in
����, with the rest being made up of �.� % for
heating, �.� % as transport fuel, �.� % exports, �.�
% other use and ��.� % unknown (dena, ����) (see
figure �). The use of biomethane in CHP has been
growing from �,��� GW in ���� and �,��� GW in
���� (dena, ����), (dena, ����), but Thiele (per-
sonal communication, ����, � March) claims that
development has stagnated due to the amendment
in EEG ����.

The German case would require the producers to
sell the green value (not sold as conventional gas) to
a gas supplier. Due to the bonus system in the previ-
ous version of EEG, in which biomethane produced
from specific substrates were rewarded, there have
been a variety of di�erent biomethane products on
the market. Biomethane produced from manure has
been priced at the upper end (�� Ä/MWh) (Land-
wärme, ����), while biomethane from waste was
priced at the lower end (�� Ä/MWh) (Landwärme,
����). Due to decreased incentives for biomethane
use and that biomethane from Woodroll® would not

��The reason is that gas extraction from Groningen gas field
has gained controversy: since ���� the gas drilling has induced
over �,��� of earthquakes (Triebert, ����, �� January), and
increasing public dissatisfaction has forced the dutch Min-
ister of Economic A�airs on June �� ���� to sign a decree
on reduced gas production (ECN, ����b). This will eventu-
ally transform Netherlands from being a net gas exporter to
eventually become a net importer (ECN, ����b).

Abbreviations: CNG, compressed natural gas; GoO, Guarantee of Origin; FIT, feed-in tari�; CHP, combined heat and power; AD,
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Figure �: Evolution of biomethane consumption in dif-
ferent sectors (dena,����), (dena,����), (dena,����),
(dena,����).

give rise to any bonus, the expected price may be
even below the lower end of the interval.

The gas trading company is able to provide ongo-
ing and steady supplies as well as singular deliveries
on the spot (Biogaspartner, ����), and the EEG
amendment may shift sales to the transport sector
(administratively or physically) or the heating sector.
But figure � shows that sales to the transport sector,
despite that the number of CNG vehicles in Germany
was ��,��� in ���� (Gas in Focus, ����), which is
more than double the number of CNG cars in Swe-
den, only accounted for � % of the total biomethane
sales in ����. Moreover, biomethane accounted for
only �.� % of the total consumption of biofuels on
a mass basis in ���� (Fachagentur Nachwachsende
Rohsto�e, ����), while biodiesel, which was the dom-
inant category, accounted for ��.� % (Fachagentur
Nachwachsende Rohsto�e, ����).

In addition, both the German Biofuel Association
(VDB) (����) and Biogaspartner (����) believe that
the changes in the quota obligation has brought gen-
eral uncertainties to the German biofuel market.
Sales figures on biofuels from ���� shows that, al-
though the diesel sales increased in ����, the sales
of biodiesel went down in the same year (German
Federal O�ce of Economics and Export Control
(BAFA), ����). The German Biofuel Association
argues that this is caused by a too low GHG quota.

The growth in heating applications has been higher.
The Renewable Energy Act (EEG Wärme) is the
major policy instrument to stimulate growth in this
segment (Biogaspartner, ����), and particularly ef-

fective seems the Baden-Württemberg version of
EEG Wärme. A major part of the consumption
of biomethane in heating applications comes from
households in Baden-Württemberg (Biogaspartner,
����).

Thiele (personal communication, ����, � March)
claims that the biomethane industry has stopped
new projects due to the latest EEG amendment
and that the focus in EEG is only on wind power.
Moreover, dena (����) reported that the business
opportunities in the first half of ���� were impaired
compared to previous years. Thiele (����) reported
an average sale price of �� Ä/MWh in ����, but
this included contracts under EEG ���� in which
the incentives for medium-to large CHP operators
were significantly higher.

�.�. UK

As in the Netherlands, biomethane that is supported
by a FIT is sold to gas distributors at the wholesale
gas price. Hence, the producer may not be worried
by the actual biomethane market development, al-
though an increased natural gas price in addition
to an increased value of green gas certificates would
provide additional revenues. However, the value of
the certificates is currently relatively low (Phillips,
personal communication, ����, �� February).

The supply of biomethane has in only four years
increased from almost zero to �,��� GWh (� inject-
ing plant to ��) (Baldwin, ����). Not all producers
have been registered for certificates. The total ca-
pacity of the registered producers (�� plants) was
�,��� GWh (Burns, ����), but only ��� GWh was
registered in ����. Moreover, only ��� GWh of the
certificates was actually sold to end users (Burns,
����). The end use distribution was �� GWh to
buses, �� GWh to other transport, �� GWh to en-
ergy suppliers, and �� GWh to corporates (Burns,
����). A representative survey, conducted by market
survey analysts Usurv on behalf of the British Re-
newable Energy Association (REA), found that the
�� % of the British citizens would like to switch to
using green gas in their homes (REA, ����b), which
indicator that there will be an increased demand for
certificates in the future.

The physical gas will be directed to the energy
utility sector for the entire plant life (FIT granted
for �� years).�� The total gas demand in ���� was

��Physical sales of biomethane is not allowed if a FIT is received,
but the potential may also be small. In ���� there were only
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��� TWh (Baldwin, ����), of which �� % was used
for % domestic heating, �� % for power generation
and �� % in industry (Baldwin, ����), and �� % of
the domestic market was connected to the national
gas grid in ���� (Baldwin, ����). However, as in
the Netherlands, the natural gas consumption has
been decreasing steadily between ���� and ����
(Eurostat, ����b), and in ���� the country had
even decreased its imports from the previous year
(Eurostat, ����b).

�.�. France

France is similar to the UK and the Netherlands
in that the gas distributor buy biomethane from
producers at the wholesale gas price, with the dif-
ference being that the certificates are issued to the
distributors instead of to the producers. Therefore,
the value of the certificates should be taken into ac-
count in contract negotiations between the producer
and distributor.

The biomethane sector in France is growing sharply.
��� transmission grid projects and ��� distribution
grid projects are being developed (Reizine, ����),
going from only � plants in ���� (European Biogas
Association, ����). By the end of ���� the total
production was around ��� GWh (Theobald, ����).
It was not possible to obtain data on the volumes of
certificates sold in ����, but in ���� only �� GWh
were sold (Theobald, ����), with an end distribution
of �� % to the transport sector and the other part
to cities (Schmit, personal communication, ����, ��
February).

In the transport sector, GrDF estimates that there
will be larger supply than demand of CNG in the
following � years (Theobald, ����). The number of
CNG vehicles on the French roads was about ��,���
in ���� (Theobald, ����), whereof �,��� CNG buses
(Transbus, ����). In ���� there was only �� public
filling stations in France (Theobald, ����), ��� pri-
vate stations for buses (Theobald, ����), and ��� pri-
vate stations for light and duty vehicles (Theobald,
����).

The situation in the French energy utility sector is
similar to the other countries investigated. The nat-
ural gas use in the residential sector was ��� TWh
in ����, which accounted for �� % of total natural
gas consumption (IEA, ����), but the gross inland

��� CNG vehicles on the British roads (Gas In Focus, ����)
and one public CNG filling stations (Gas In Focus, ����).

natural gas consumption has continuously been de-
creasing since ���� (Eurostat, ����b). Moreover,
imports decreased between ���� and ���� (Euro-
stat, ����b).�� GRTGaz, a transmission grid opera-
tor based in Paris, forecasts that the consumption
of natural gas will decrease further in the residential
and industrial sectors (Gas in focus, ����b), but will
increase in centralized CHP (Gas in focus, ����b).

�.�. Italy

At present, Italy does not o�er a business case since
biomethane is not allowed to be produced from gasi-
fication. The incentives for use in transport are the
particularly attractive, where the certificates, with
current market values, would provide a significant
part of the revenues. But this route would also re-
quire the producer to engage in sales of both the
certificates and the gas. Accordingly, this sales route
does not guarantee fixed revenues.

However, there is also a large market for physical
sale of the gas as conventional gas in the Italian
transport sector. Monthly sales of natural gas as
a vehicle fuel amounted to about � TWh in ����
(NGVA Europe, ����), and by ���� the number of
CNG vehicles in Italy was ���,��� cars, which cor-
responded to about �� % of the total CNG fleet in
Europe (LNG World News, ����). And in ���� the
share of CNG cars was �.� % of the total new regis-
trations in Italy (NGVA Europe, ����). Moreover,
the number of filling stations more than doubled
between ���� and ����, and by ���� there were
about �,��� filling stations in ���� (LNG World
News, ����), of which �,��� were public filling sta-
tions (LNG World News, ����)��

The history behind the large numbers of CNG
vehicles on the Italian roads stems from the ����’s
and ����’s when conventional cars were retrofitted
to natural gas (LNG World News, ����). Additional
boosts came in the ����’s when small and medium-
sized vehicles became available as CNG converts,
and between ���� and ���� (�� % increase), when
the Italian Government operated the subsidy pro-
gram (LNG World News, ����). In ���� the num-

��Nonetheless, the country is strongly dependent on imports
to cover the natural gas demand: the energy dependency was
�� % in ���� (Eurostat, ����b), and LNG terminals with
a capacity of ��� % of existing capacity is being developed
(Gas in Focus, ����a).

��This can be compared to about ��� filling stations in Sweden
���� (Gas in focus, ����c).
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ber of new registrations of CNG cars amounted to
���,��� (Daily Green, ����).

At the end of ���� there was ���� biogas plants in
Italy (European Biogas Association, ����), but only
� biomethane (demonstration) plants (Maggioni,
personal communication, ����, �� May). In the UK
the previously attractive premium FIT levels likely
have had a very strong positive e�ect in driving
project development, and the same could occur in
Italy, which risks to significantly increase the supply
of certificates. Further, there is no transparency
showing the volumes of certificates that is traded.
However, the quota obligation for fuel suppliers will
also increase in the future.

�. Profitability Analysis

This section present a scenario analysis for the dif-
ferent countries. The scenarios are based on di�erent
revenues, which are motivated in table �. The scenar-
ios are analyzed for two di�erent feedstock prices.

Figure � shows that the Netherlands provide the
lowest payback time for chosen scenarios in the
countries where gasification is eligible. But this re-
quires that a FIT at the upper-end of tari� interval
is granted. It is also to be reminded that the FIT
is only paid for �� years in the Netherlands, which
means that there is an uncertainty in which revenues
that can be expected after �� yeas.

�. Discussion

The results from the profitability analysis indicates
that the Netherlands and Italy are the two most
interesting cases. However, there are pros and cons
with all countries and no country seems to be the
obvious case for the risk averse.

Of the countries where gasification is eligible for
support, the Netherlands o�ers the potentially high-
est revenues and lowest payback time. But the fact
that the support is only received for �� years brings
uncertainty to the case. Without support, the gas
may be sold to the transport sector, but current
trends do not really substantiate an increased use in
this market segment. Figure � also shows that there
is a large gap between the best case and mid case
scenarios even at reduced feedstock prices, which
would be an argument for focusing on securing a
high tari� rather than trying to reduce the feedstock
price. Since an investment decision do not have to

Table �: Revenues in scenario analysis.

Country Best (Ä/MWh) Mid (Ä/MWh)
Swedena �� ��
Netherlandsb ��� ��
Germanyc �� ��
UKd �� ��
Francee �� ��
Italyf ��� ��

a Andersson (personal communication, ����, �� February)
reported a biomethane price interval in Sweden of ��-��
Ä/MWh, whereas Olrog (personal communication, ����,
�� February) believe it to be ��-�� Ä/MWh. The best case
and mid case are based on the upper region of Olrog’s and
Andersson’s interval, respectively.

b Best case = the maximum tari� in SDE+. Mid case =
taverage allocated tari� in ����.

c Thiele (����) reported that the average biomethane price
in Germany ���� was �� Ä/MWh. This included contracts
signed before the EEG ���� amendment, so the mid case
is taken as slightly lower. The best case is not based on
any specific information.

d Best case = current tari� for biomethane injection. Mid
case = �� % tari� degression.

e Best case = gasification is eligible to the current maximum.
Mid case = current average tari�.

f Best case = investment in own filling station, sales of CNG
for �� Ä/MWh (no tax on natural gas) and production
from waste. Mid case = sales to a gas distributor for the
wholesale gas price (�� Ä/MWh) and production from
waste.

be made before the tari� is granted, this case only
requires discussions with grid operators and traders
in order to secure a tari�.

The UK seems to be the least attractive case
in terms of revenues. But the fact that the gas
is sold on the conventional gas market, and that
the revenues would not rely on selling the green
value of the gas (which would also be the case in
the Netherlands), means a reduced risk. Moreover,
the support is secured for �� years rather than
�� years, which eliminates the specific uncertainty
factor associated with the Dutch case. However,
the British case provides another uncertainty factor
in that the investment decision needs to be taken
before the level of the revenue is guaranteed, and it
should be noticed that the tari� has been reduced
with �� % over the last �� months. Fortunately,
there are discussions on introducing a specific tari�
for gasification. It may be wise to await the results
of those discussions.
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Figure �: Scenario analysis for feedstock = � Ä/MWh (red edge color) and �� Ä/MWh (black edge color). For Netherlands
the subsidy is considered for ���� h/year and ���� h/year for the other countries.

The main benefit of running a project in Sweden
is self-explanatory and may theoretically be the best
case for a build-own-operate project in which Cortus
may receive all the revenues from selling the gas.
The company has also already established relations
with relevant market players including potential feed-
stock suppliers and gas distributors. However, the
Swedish biomethane market is not really prospering
at the moment and there certainly are uncertainties
regarding the future support for the development
of biomethane use as an automotive fuel. Although
the gas distributor is open to signing long-term con-
tracts (>�� years), there are usually terms involved
that would allow for contract termination in case
that the market conditions would change negatively.
Due to indexation, future revenues would also be
dependent on the development in fossil fuel prices,
which brings with it another risk factor. However,
even in the mid case scenario there may be attractive
returns with cheaper feedstock.

For the risk averse there are no good arguments
for focusing on Germany. Due to amendment in the
support scheme the only viable sales route from
new producers may be the transport sector, but the
use of biomethane as automotive fuel is limited and
therefore is a risk factor. The fact that biomethane
projects have stopped completely due to amendment
of the support scheme is a strong warning signal.

The countries that do not currently support gasi-
fication may be turned into interesting cases in the
future. The results in figure � shows that Italy o�er
the potentially highest return of all the countries if
waste products would be used and if the gas would
be sold directly to the end customer. This may be
accomplished by a joint-venture agreement with a re-
gional market player who can take responsibility for
the part involving the investment in a filling station
and associated issues. However, this scenario would
require continuous sales of both certificates and the
physical gas, and there are uncertainties associated
with the future value of certificates. Nonetheless,
Cortus have reasons to closely follow the European
Unions work on standardization of grid injection
and development of the price for certificates.

The French case resembles the likes of the UK
and the Netherlands in that the producer does not
have to sell the green value of the gas in order to
achieve profitability (presuming that a profitable
FIT is received). However, the tari� is not secured
for the entire estimated plant life and may be re-
vised. Nonetheless, it may be worth monitoring the
possible introduction of a gasification tari�.

Although it is not very relevant at the moment,
future sales of certificates may provide additional
incomes, provided that there will be stronger incen-
tives for using biomethane in various applications.
The nature of the subsidies seems to be that certifi-
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cates cannot be used to fulfill other requirements
such as the renewable quota obligation in transport
if the production has already been subsidized. The
UK and France are the only countries that o�er a
directive incentive for purchase.

As the results in the profitability analysis shows,
a important factor may be the feedstock price. How-
ever, the feedstock price seems to be less important
in the two cases that provide the potentially high-
est return (Italy and Netherlands). For Italy, cheap
feedstock may be inevitably since wasted-based feed-
stock has to be used.

�. Conclusion & Recommendations

It can be argued that investors are less exposed to
market conditions when a government pays a FIT
for a specific period of time and the gas is sold as
conventional gas. This route can provide project
profitability without having to sell the green value
of the gas. The UK and Netherlands are currently
the only options that o�ers this setup for gasifica-
tion, but France may also do in the future. However,
Italy o�ers the potentially highest return, and the
best case scenario may be realistic if joint-venture
agreement with a regional market is reached. There-
fore, it is recommended that Cortus either focus on
trying to secure the highest tari� in the Netherlands
or await decisions in UK, France and Italy.

Cortus also have good reasons to look for other
alternatives. The best case scenario for the risk-
averse would obviously be the one in which the
tari� can be secured for �� years before making
investment decision.
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